Abstract. Coinductive characterizations of various observational congruences which arise in the semantics of -calculus, when -terms are evaluated according to various reduction strategies, are discussed. We analyze and extend to non-lazy strategies, both deterministic and nondeterministic, Howe's congruence candidate method for proving the coincidence of the applicative (bisimulation) and the contextual equivalences. This purely syntactical method is based itself on a coinductive argument.
Introduction
This paper is part of a general project aiming at nding elementary proof principles for reasoning rigorously on in nite computational objects, see 4, 9] for the case of higher order functions, and 8] for the case of higher order processes. In this paper, as in 4, 9], we focus on the behaviour of -terms when these are evaluated according to various reduction strategies. We address the problem of showing the coincidence of the applicative (bisimulation) equivalence with the observational (operational, contextual) equivalence for various reduction strategies, thus deriving a coinduction principle for establishing obsevational equivalences. In particular, in this paper we analyze and generalize to non-lazy strategies the purely syntactical method originally introduced by Howe ( 6, 7] ) for lazy functional languages. We call this method congruence candidate method.
A reduction strategy is a procedure for determining, for each -term, a speci c -redex in it, to contract. Let (C) ( 0 (C)) denote the set of (closed) -terms, where C is a set of base constants. When C = ;, we write ( 6 + ) . Each reduction strategy induces an operational semantics, in that we can imagine a machine which evaluates terms by implementing the given strategy. The observational equivalence arises if we consider programs as black boxes and only observe their \halting properties".
De nition 1 ( -observational Equivalence). Let ! be a reduction strategy and let M; N 2 0 (C). The observational equivalence is de ned by
Showing -equivalences by induction on computation steps is di cult. Powerful proof-principles, allowing to factorize this di cult task, are precious. Coinduction principles for establishing follow from the fact that = app , where app denotes the applicative equivalence induced by ! (see De nition 2). It is interesting to notice that these two equivalences do not coincide for all strategies, see 9] for counterexamples.
The proof of app can be factorized into two steps: 1. app is a congruence w.r.t. application; 2. app is a congruence w.r.t. -abstraction. In many cases step 2 is not di cult to prove, while step 1 is in general problematic to show, and requires a speci c technique. In this paper, we discuss the congruence candidate method for proving step 1. This method was originally introduced for the lazy call-by-name reduction strategy in 6], and later generalized to a class of lazy strategies by-name and by-value in 7]. Here we extend the method so as to deal with non-lazy strategies, both deterministic and nondeterministic, whose evaluation relation needs to be de ned on the whole set of -terms and hence it has to deal also with reduction of open terms. The congruence candidate method is based on the de nition of a \candidate relation", which is a congruence w.r.t. application, and which extends app . Reasoning by coinduction, one shows that this relation coincides with app ; hence app is itself a congruence w.r.t. application. This method can be applied successfully to various reduction strategies in the literature, thus providing alternative proofs to those in 9], to the conjectures in 4].
In this paper we use -calculus concepts and notation as de ned in 2, 4]. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the problem of characterizing coinductively contextual equivalences via applicative equivalences. In Section 2 we present a list of strategies. In Section 3 we present in general the congruence candidate method, and we derive a proof of = app for all the strategies of Section 2. Final remarks appear in section 4.
The author is grateful to F. Honsell and A. Pitts for useful discussions.
Coinductive Characterizations via Applicative Equivalences
Given a reduction strategy ! , the -applicative equivalence, app , is de ned by testing programs only on applicative (closed) contexts. It is reminiscent of bisimilarity in concurrent languages ( 1]).
De nition 2. Let app 0 (C) 0 (C) be the applicative equivalence:
M app N , 8P 1 ; : : : ; P n 2 0 (C); n 0: (MP 1 : : : P n + , NP 1 : : : P n + ).
The equivalence app has a coinductive characterization:
Lemma1. The applicative equivalence app can be viewed as the greatest xed point of the monotone operator : P( In general, proofs of the coincidence of the two equivalences are rather di cult and apply only to speci c strategies. The technique discussed in Section 3 is rather general and it can be used for establishing the coincidence for all the strategies of Section 2.
A List of Strategies
In this section we present a list of reduction strategies, together with the corresponding evaluation relations. 
General Formats
The above strategies can be grouped under three general formats:
Lazy Strategies. ! l , ! v can be viewed as special cases of the general format of lazy strategy on a -calculus with variables by name and by values (see 6, 7] ).
Eager Leftmost Strategies. ! h , ! n , and ! p are eager in the sense that they reduce under the scope of a -abstraction. They can be viewed as special instances of the following general format: 3 Showing app =
In this section, we present in detail the congruence candidate method for establishing app = . A special instance of this method was rst used by Howe in the case of the lazy call-by-name strategy ! l ( 6] ), and later generalized to a class of lazy strategies by-name and by-value, including ! v ( 7] ). Here we extend Howe's original method so as to deal with more complex strategies, like the eager leftmost strategies, whose evaluation relations cannot be axiomatized only on closed -terms, and non-deterministic strategies, such as ! o . The congruence candidate method is used to show that app is a congruence w.r.t. application. In fact, in order to prove that app , it is su cient to show (Theorem 4):
1. app is a congruence w.r.t. application, i.e. for all M; N; P; Q 2 0 (C), M app N^P app Q =) MP app NQ; 2. app is a congruence w.r.t. -abstraction, i.e., 8M; N 2 (C) such that F V (M; N) fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g, 8P 1 ; : : : ; P n 2 0 (C): M P i =x i ] app N P i =x i ] =) x 1 : : : : x n :M app x 1 : : : : x n :N. (In case the strategy is by-value, i.e. for = v; p, P 1 ; : : : ; P n are chosen to be convergent terms.)
The congruence of app w.r.t. -abstraction is immediate to show, once one has proved the Extensionality of app (see Theorem 2). This is really problematic only for = n; in this case one needs to exploit extensively the separability technique. For lack of space, we omit this proof. (In case the strategy is by-value, i.e. = v; p, P1; : : : ; Pn must be convergent terms.) u t
The Congruence Candidate Method
The aim of the congruence candidate method is to show that app is a congruence w.r.t. application. The main di erence between dealing with lazy strategies (whose evaluation relation is axiomatized only on closed -terms) and dealing with eager strategies, like ! h ; ! n ; ! p , lies in the fact that, for eager strategies, in order to show that app is a congruence w.r.t. application, we need to assume that app is a congruence w.r.t. -abstraction. This hypothesis is not needed for the lazy strategies considered in 7] . A further special generalization of the proof is required for non deterministic strategies, like ! o . In fact, the proof of the main proposition in Howe's method proceeds by induction on the length of the derivation of a suitable evaluation judgement, just as we do in the proof of the main proposition for the deterministic strategies in this paper (Propositions 8 and 9). The same result for non deterministic strategies, on the other hand, has to be obtained by induction on the minimal length of a converging path (Proposition 12). The congruence candidate method is a syntactical method which nonetheless is quite uniform and modular. It makes essential use of the coinduction principle (1) of Section 1, and it is based on the de nition of a candidate relation, which is a congruence w.r.t. application, and which extends app . The aim is to show that the candidate relation is a -bisimulation; hence the coinduction principle (1) guarantees that app itself is a congruence w.r.t. application. For the reader's convenience, we outline the: General pattern of the congruence candidate method: u t
Thus, if we take to be the equivalence app , we get a relation b app , which, by item ii of Lemma 5, extends app . Moreover, by item iii of the same lemma, it is a congruence w.r.t. application. In order to show that app is itself a congruence w.r.t. application, we prove that (b app ) j 0 (C) 0 (C) = app . This is done using the coinduction principle (1), by proving that (b app ) j 0 (C) 0 (C) is abisimulation. Notice that this is the only part of the proof that depends on the reduction strategy ! . We succeed in showing that (b app ) j 0 (C) 0 (C) is abisimulation for all the strategies of Section 2. The proof of this fact makes an essential use of the Substitutivity Lemma, and moreover, it requires the validity of some further properties, depending on the strategy ! . E.g. for eager leftmost strategies we have to assume that app is a congruence w.r. By induction hypothesis, C1 P Q=x]]b app N1, hence y:C1 P Q=x]]b app y:N1. Then, from y:N1( app ) a N, using item iv of Lemma 5, we get the thesis.
u t
As we remarked earlier, the proof of the fact that (b app ) j 0 0 is abisimulation depends essentially on the strategy. The hypotheses of the proposition below have been tuned to the strategy ! o . Di erent sets of hypotheses are probably necessary to deal with other non-deterministic strategies.
Proposition 12. Let ! be a non-deterministic strategy s.t.:
